Who has superpowers?

Colour in your superhero.

Now tick the words to show which skills they need to have to come to our rescue.

- Kind
- Funny
- Silly
- Smelly
- Patient
- Clever
- Good at playing
- Good at dancing
- Bad at dancing
- Good at cooking
- Good at tidying
- Good at making things
- Strong
- Calm
- Giggly
- Sporty
- Imaginative
- Brave
- Messy
- Gentle
- Chatty
- Quiet
- Creative
- Generous
- Angry
- Sensible
Who has superpowers?

my Sky Badger teacher

Colour in your superhero.

Now tick the words to show which skills they need to have to come to our rescue.

- Kind
- Funny
- Silly
- Smelly
- Patient
- Clever
- Good at playing
- Good at dancing
- Bad at dancing
- Good at cooking
- Good at tidying
- Good at making things
- Strong
- Calm
- Giggly
- Sporty
- Imaginative
- Brave
- Messy
- Gentle
- Chatty
- Quiet
- Creative
- Generous

Angry
Sensible
Who has superpowers?

my Sky Badger family

Colour in your superhero.

Now tick the words to show which skills they need to have to come to our rescue.

- Kind
- Funny
- Silly
- Smelly
- Patient
- Clever
- Good at playing
- Good at dancing
- Bad at dancing
- Good at cooking
- Good at tidying
- Good at making things
- Strong
- Calm
- Giggly
- Sporty
- Imaginative
- Brave
- Messy
- Gentle
- Chatty
- Quiet
- Creative
- Generous

Worksheet: game 4 who has superpowers?
Who has superpowers?

my Sky Badger friend

Colour in your superhero.

Now tick the words to show which skills they need to have to come to our rescue.

- Kind
- Funny
- Silly
- Smelly
- Patient
- Clever
- Good at playing
- Good at dancing
- Good at cooking
- Good at tidying
- Good at making things
- Strong
- Calm
- Giggly
- Sporty
- Imaginative
- Brave
- Messy
- Gentle
- Chatty
- Quiet
- Creative
- Generous
- Angry
- Sensible
Who has superpowers?

my Sky Badger inventor

Colour in your superhero.

Now tick the words to show which skills they need to have to come to our rescue.

- Kind
- Funny
- Silly
- Smelly
- Patient
- Clever
- Good at playing
- Good at dancing
- Bad at dancing
- Good at cooking
- Good at tidying
- Good at making things
- Strong
- Calm
- Giggly
- Sporty
- Imaginative
- Brave
- Messy
- Gentle
- Chatty
- Quiet
- Creative
- Generous
- Angry
- Sensible